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II. DISTANCE EDUCATION JUSTIFICATION 

This database course is primarily for students pursuing a certificate to increase their skills for 
employment. Thus an online class often fits their schedule better than a face-to-face class. This 
course requires students to spend significant time working with a computer system developing and 
running code routines and analyzing results. The online mode provides more opportunities for 
students to learn hands-on than could be provided even in a class with a lab component. The course 
includes extensive instructor notes and demos progressing though the techniques required so that 
students can work at their own pace and on their own schedule rather than in a pre-determined 
face-to-face class schedule. Students taking this class may have taken the prerequisite class in one 
of three different DBMS systems; the types of questions this causes is easier to handle in an online 
class. 

The ability of students to post and answer questions in the forums provides a much faster way for 
students to get answers than in a weekly face-to-face class. Students are often more willing to ask 
questions in a forum than in a face-to-face class since they can take more time to compose their 
questions and are less intimidated by the more advanced students. Forums can be more easily used 
for students to provide parts of the assignment to provide a place for comparing coding and testing 
approaches. 

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY 
A. Use of Technology. Check the technology(ies) that students will use as an alternate to 

classroom instruction: 
[8] Online Learning Management System 
D Televised Instruction 
D Other 

B. Student-Instructor Contact. 
1. Check the modes that students will be able to use ask the instructor questions 

[8] Email 
[8] Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication 
D Online chat or other synchronous communication 
D Telephone 
[8] Face to face meetings 
D Other: 
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2. Check the modes the instructor will use to prompt for student contact 
c><:J Email 
c><:J Online discussion boards or other asyncbronous communication 
D Online chat or other synchronous communication 
D Telephone 
c><:J Face to face meetings 
D Other: 

3. Please provide details on 1 and 2 above. Be sure to include the frequency of 
student-instructor contact 

Students will be assigned weekly reading from the text and also from notes and demos 
posted by the instructor. The demos are code samples that the students can run and also can 
modify for increased learning. Suggestions for modifications may be included in the 
instructor's posted notes. Where appropriate, students will be required to read material on 
relevant web pages. 

Assignments will be given on a weekly basis tbrough the first half of the semester and 
somewhat less frequently in the second half of the semester; assignments are submitted via 
the online system. Students may be required to post their plans for testing components of the 
assignment in the forums. The instructor will grade assignments providing significant 
feedback on the correctness and appropriateness of the student's work. The instructor will 
also provide general feedback to the class as a whole regarding the assignments. 

The instructor will reply to email and posts from students five days a week on an announced 
schedule. Student will be encouraged and required to submit general questions to the 
discussion forums for each class unit rather than to the instructor via email. The instructor 
will encourage other students to reply to the general discussions which can provide more 
frequent responses to questions and promote the discussion of alternate approaches to a 
technique. Students are expected to read the discussion forums; this is encouraged by the 
instructor referring to other posts on the topic. The news forum will be used to alert 
students to exams, posting of assignment feedback and department or college messages of 
importance. 

Students will be expected to contribute to discussion forums and class activities sincerely 
and substantively. Additionally, forums/class activities will prompt students to interact with 
each other in meaningful and substantive ways. Students will participate in the equivalent of 
three hours of coursework per week. The instructor will be an active partaker and promoter 
in discussion forums, working to engage students as much possible and to deepen contact 
for all. The instructor will provide feedback after forum postings, class activities, and 
assignments; whether it is individually or en masse will depend upon the 
forum/activity/assignment and the type of feedback. Students who are not participating in 
class via assignments and discussions will be contacted by the instructor via email after an 
absence of two weeks. The instructor will also be available for face-to-face appointments. 
Contact between students and instructor is expected to occur at least as frequently as it does 
in a face-to-face class. 
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rv. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

1. Compare techniques used to evaluate a processing task and translate it into T-SQL routines 
2. Compare techniques for validating parameters for routines 
3. Compare techniques for evaluating, testing and debugging stored routines 
4. Compare advantages and disadvantages of using CLR techniques with SQL Server databases 
5. Assignments using the computer and the client/server software for the SQL 

Server database and Visual Basic: 
a. Create and test procedures and function 
b. Create and test triggers 
c. Create and test user-defined exceptions 
d. Create and test CLR routines 

B. Evaluation and Modes 
1. Participation in class activities via online learning management system. 
2. Student assignments as described above that measure the student's ability to use T-SQL 

routines to manipulate data and interact with tables. These assignments are done remotely 
and submitted to the on-line system for grading. 

3. Written in-person exams that measure the student's ability to: 
a. Design and write T-SQL routines 
b. Design code that handles exceptions 
c. Develop and use triggers to enforce business rules 

4. Comprehensive written final exam scheduled face-to-face 

C. Articulation 
[8J This course does not articulate with any courses at a four-year school 
D This course articulates with one or more courses at a four-year school. The department has 
discussed the impact of a distance education mode with the Articulation Officer. 

D. Distance Evaluation Integrity 
The proctored in-person midterm and in-person final exams will verify the student's knowledge 
of the topic covered in the course. These exams include writing code for routines. The midterm 
and final exam will count for more than 50% of the total grade for the course. Assignments are 
submitted individually by each student and can be compared to other student submissions to 
detect plagiarism. 

E. Textbook and other Instructional Materials 
1. Textbook such as 

Jay Natarajan, Pro T-SQL 2012 Programmer's Guide, Apress, 2012 
2. Instructor-developed material in the form of (1) notes similar to lecture notes which 

emphasize the more critical aspects of SQL Server programming and provide additional 
explanations and (2) an extensive set of examples of the types of T-SQL statements and 
coding techniques to be learned in the class. 

3. Scripts to create and populate the databases needed for the class demos and assignments. 
4. Computer lab (the ACRC) running SQL Server and the ability of student to do a local install 

of the software on their own computer at no cost. 
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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 

March 2011 
Computer Science 
CS 150P 
SQL Server Programming Using T -SQL 
Rose Endres -

Constance C~~; g ~ 
David Yee \~~ _ 

Lecture - 4 (70 total), Lab - 4 (70 total) 
4 
CS l50AorCSl5lAorCS 155Aor 
demonstration of exit skills 
None 
CS 112A or CS Il0A or CSlllA 
This course is part of the Computer Science 
Computer Programming: Visual Basic with 
Database Certificate. 
No 
Letter, PassINo Pass 
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An advanced course in the use of Microsoft SQL Server techniques. Design and develop 
SQL Server program units using the T-SQL language: stored procedures, user-defined 
functions, and database triggers. Create Visual Basic NET CLR (Common Language 
Runtime) routines for use in SQL Server. Work with dynamic SQL and with XML data. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 

A. Utilize the basic programming features ofT-SQL. 
B. Develop and test T-SQL routines using nested blocks, selection, and repetition 

control structures, and cursors. 
C. Develop and test T-SQL stored procedures and functions. 
D. Perform exception handling using Try blocks and using @@Error. 
E. Develop and test routines that use transaction management techniques. 
F. Develop and test database triggers. 
G. Develop and test stored routines that use CLR. 
H. Develop and test procedures that use native dynamic SQL. 
I. Use SQL Server techniques to process XML data and convert data between XML 

and relational format. 
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V.CONTENT 
A. Basic procedural programming features ofT-SQL 

1. SQL Server data types 
2. Declaring identifiers for variables 
3. Assignments and expressions 
4. Retrieving data from tables into variables 
5. Dealing with nulls 
6. Using intrinsic fimctions 
7. Using case expressions 
8. Using temporary tables and table variables 

B. Program Structure 
1. Block structure 
2. Selection program control structures 

a. If statement 
3. Repetition program control structures 

a. While loop 
b. Break and Continue 

4. GOTO branching 
5. Cursors 

a. Type of cursors 
b. Cursor syntax 
c. Cursor loops 
d. Nesting cursors 
e. Problems with using cursors 

C. Stored Routines- Procedures and User-Defined Functions 
1. Introduction to stored routines 

a. The role of stored routines in database applications 
b. Comparison of procedures and functions 
c. Creating and editing stored routines 
d. Parameters and return values 

1. Formal and actual parameters 
2. Parameter modes: input and output 
3. Table-valued parameters 
4. Parameter validation 

2. Testing and refactoring code 
3. Creating user-defined stored procedures using T-SQL 
4. Creating user-defined functions using T-SQL 

a. Scalar fimctions 
b. In-line table-valued functions 
c. Multi-statement table-valued functions 
d. Using functions in expressions, as constraints, as table expressions 

5. Exploring database objects 
a. Using the Object Explorer to manipulate database objects 
b. Understanding the role of the System Databases 
c. Using catalog views to get information about the database objects 

D. Exception Handling 
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I. Try and Catch blocks 
2. Exception handling using @@Error 

E. Transaction Processing 
1. Autocommit mode 
2. Implicit and explicit transactions 
3. Rollback and commit 
4. Savepoints 
5. Nested transactions 

F. Creating triggers using T-SQL 
I. Purpose of triggers in implementing business rules 
2. Types of triggers 

a. After triggers 
b. Instead-oftriggers 
c. DDL Triggers 

3. Using inserted and deleted 
4. Disabling and enabling triggers 
5. Creating triggers on views 

G. Creating routines using .NET CLR (Common Language Runtime) 
1. Brief introduction to routines in Visual Basic or C# 
2. Creating and deploying routines using Visual Studio 
3. Creating and deploying routines manually 
4. SQL Server data types and .Net data types 
5. Deciding between using T-SQL and CLR techniques 
6. Creating CLR user-defined types 

H. Dynamic SQL 
I. Using the execute command 
2. Using the sp ~ executesql procedure with parameters 
3. Security issues with dynamic SQL 

I. Using XML 
1. Well-formed XML documents and fragments 
2. XML as a native data type for tables columns and for variables 
3. The FOR XML clause to produce XML data from relational data 
4. The OpenXML function to produce relational data from XML 
5. XQuery and XPath 
6. XSD Schema 
7. XML manipulation (XML DML) 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

I. In-class Assignments 
a. Compare techniques used to evaluate a processing task and translate it into 

T-SQL routines 
b. Compare techniques for validating parameters for routines 
c. Compare techniques for evaluating, testing and debugging stored routines 
d. Compare advantages and disadvantages of using CLR techniques with 

SQL Server databases. 
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2. Out-of-class lab assignments using the computer and the client/server 
software for the SQL Server database and Visual Basic 
a. Create and test procedures and functions 
b. Create and test database triggers 
c. Create and test user-defined exceptions 
d. Create and test CLR routines 

B. Evaluation 
1. Participation in class activities 
2. Student assignments as described above that measures the student's ability to 

use T-SQL routines to manipulate data and interact with tables 
3. Written exams that measure the student's ability to: 

a. Design and write T -SQL routines 
b. Design code that handles exceptions 
c. Develop and use triggers to enforce business rules 

4. Comprehensive final exam 
C. Texts and Other Instructional Materials 

I. Textbook 
Coles; Pro T-SQL 2008 Programmer's Guide; Apress; 2008 

1. Instructor developed materials 
a. SQL scripts to create and populate sample database tables 
b. Tutorials for working with the clients for SQL Server 

2. Compnter access to a SQL Server Database Management System (DBMS) 
where student can create and work with tables 

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(3)). 
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